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Cyclones modulate the control of the North
Atlantic Oscillation on transports into the
Barents Sea
Finn Ole Heukamp 1✉, Lars Aue 2, Qiang Wang 1, Monica Ionita 1,3, Torsten Kanzow1,4,

Claudia Wekerle 1 & Annette Rinke 2

The warm Atlantic Water transported into the Barents Sea plays a crucial role in winter sea

ice extent, marine ecosystems, and mid-latitude weather. The North Atlantic Oscillation is

known to be an important driver for the Atlantic Water transport variability in the Barents Sea

Opening. Here, we find that the dependence of the Barents Sea Opening ocean volume

transport variability on the North Atlantic Oscillation is non-stationary. Our results

indicate that for the period 1995 to 2005, the link between the North Atlantic Oscillation and

the transport variability in the Barents Sea Opening temporarily weakened before an eventual

recovery. During this period, synoptic cyclones with unusual trajectories as a consequence of

pronounced atmospheric blocking in the North Atlantic sector altered the large-scale and

local wind patterns. This temporarily caused a state that the Barents Sea Opening transport

variability is largely locally driven instead of being driven by the North Atlantic Oscillation.

Our study suggests that an adequate representation of both the North Atlantic Oscillation

and cyclone activity is necessary for climate models to better predict future changes in

poleward ocean heat transport and Arctic climate.
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The Barents Sea (BS) is one of the two major oceanic
gateways for warm and saline Atlantic Water (AW) to
enter the Arctic Ocean. The temperature and volume, thus

oceanic heat, of the AW entering the BS fundamentally shape
winter sea ice conditions and air–sea fluxes in the BS1,2. The
extent of the sea ice and the strength of air–sea heat exchange are
crucial for marine ecosystems and local fishery3,4, European
winter weather5,6 and terrestrial climate7, as well as shipping
routes8.

The warm AW originates from the tropical Atlantic Ocean. As
part of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, it is
transported north by the Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic
Current before reaching the Nordic Seas and finally the Arctic
basin9. On its way north, most of the AW entering the BS is
carried by the Norwegian Atlantic Slope Current (NASC)10–13.
From its entry point into the Norwegian Sea to Fram Strait, the
NASC exhibits a quasi-simultaneous flow variability, implying
that the volume transport variations are driven by the large-scale
wind fields over the Nordic Seas domain14. In addition, the wind
stress curl over the North Atlantic affects the interannual varia-
bility of the NASC volume transport from upstream15.

The AW enters the BS as a multi-core current through the
central Barents Sea Opening (BSO). The northern part of the BSO
is dominated by cold and relatively fresh Polar Water on the
Svalbard shelf and a strong and confined westward-directed
current south of Bear Island at ~74.3°N, transporting Polar Water
and modified AW out of the BS16. Along the Norwegian coast,
the Norwegian Coastal Current carries low-salinity water into the
BS. The observational estimate of the net BSO volume transport is
2.3 Sv17. Concerning the individual components, the Norwegian
Coastal Current inflow is estimated to be 1.2 Sv, the central BSO
inflow is about 2 Sv, and the westward-directed current at the
Bear Island slope roughly balances the Norwegian Coastal Cur-
rent volume transport, transporting about 1.2 Sv out of the
BS17,18. The magnitude of the outflow is linked to the wind stress
curl over the Svalbard shelf and the flow direction, on daily
timescales, can reverse in the presence of strong cyclonic wind
anomalies16,19. The main AW pathways toward the Arctic and
the main currents in the BSO are shown in Fig. 1. Although long-
term in situ ocean current measurements are sparse in the BSO,
observations and model studies agree that strong variability in the
ocean volume transport through the BSO is linked to both
local18–22 and remote20,22,23 wind forcing. For the latter, the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), as a leading mode of sea level
pressure (SLP) variability over the North Atlantic, is suggested to
play a dominant role15,20.

The NAO pattern can be characterized as an air pressure dipole
of the Icelandic Low and the Azores High. It is usually computed
as the first empirical orthogonal function of the SLP in the North
Atlantic sector, and the associated principal component time-
series is taken as the NAO index24–26. The NAO is associated
with a certain wind anomaly pattern, whose sign and strength
influence ocean heat content and gyre circulation in the North
Atlantic and Nordic Seas26. Increased northward winds along the
Norwegian coast associated with a positive NAO cause a nar-
rowing and strengthening of the NASC and enhanced BSO
inflow21,27. Thus, a narrower and strengthened NASC results in
(i) less surface heat loss in the Norwegian Sea and consequently
warmer AW temperature, and (ii) increased volume transport
through the BSO because the NASC resides closer to the coast so
that a larger portion of AW enters the BS22.

After being predominantly negative in the 1970s and 1980s, the
winter NAO shifted to a positive state in the early 1990s24 with a
related increase in AW transport toward the Arctic Ocean28.
From the mid-1990s onward, the NAO index has been neither
predominantly positive nor negative but strongly fluctuates from

year to year. There was a high correlation between NAO and BSO
AW volume transport as well as BS sea ice cover before 2000, but
the correlation broke down around the year 200018. The cause for
the breakdown is yet unknown and represents a major focus of
this study.

In addition to the large-scale forcing, local SLP anomalies, e.g.,
associated with synoptic cyclones, can also have a significant
impact on the transport through the BSO16,19. In general, the
frequency and the path of cyclones in high latitudes are influ-
enced by large-scale atmospheric conditions. Particularly the
NAO has a strong influence on the winter storm tracks, with a
positive (negative) NAO phase tending to increase (decrease) the
frequency of cyclones in the vicinity of the climatological mean
position of the Icelandic Low as well as in the Norwegian Sea29,30.
In addition, the occurrence of atmospheric blocking and local
baroclinicity, mainly influenced by upper-level winds and the jet
stream, are important drivers of the variability of cyclone tracks
in higher latitudes29.

In this study, we disentangle the local and upstream forced
contributions to transport anomalies through the BSO and
evaluate their individual dependence on the NAO. We show that
transport anomalies forced upstream at the Norwegian Atlantic
coast are strongly bound to the NAO. This dependence, however,
is not constant but varies in time. We further attribute a pro-
nounced temporary breakdown of the co-variability between the
BSO transport anomalies and the NAO in the 1995–2005 period
to the anomalous occurrence of synoptic cyclones, affecting key
regions relevant to the forcing of the BSO transport.

Fig. 1 Atlantic Water pathway through the Nordic Seas into the Barents
Sea and Arctic Ocean. Overview of bathymetry, main currents transporting
Atlantic Water towards the Arctic Ocean, and names of important islands,
seas and currents. The BSO section where transports are evaluated in the
model is highlighted by a white line. The wider shelf of Svalbard is encircled
by a dashed white line. EGC East Greenland Current, NASC Norwegian
Atlantic Slope Current, BSO Barents Sea Opening, BISC Bear Island Slope
Current.
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Results
(Co-)variability of local/upstream forced Barents Sea Opening
transport and the North Atlantic Oscillation. The NAO, as the
leading climate pattern in the North Atlantic sector, has a major
impact on the transports through the BSO. Composite maps of
850 hPa geopotential height anomalies during winters with
extraordinarily strong/weak net transports through the BSO (in
CTRL, see “Methods”) reveal a spatial structure that well
resembles the air pressure dipole and wind anomalies associated
with the NAO (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Fig. S1). For assessing
the impact of the NAO on different components of the transport
variability in the BSO, however, a separation of the transport
components is needed. In order to separate the upstream and
locally forced contributions to the interannual variability of the
transport through the BSO, we carried out three dedicated model
simulations with the global sea ice and ocean model FESOM2.131:
one control simulation, with the same reanalysis forcing every-
where (CTRL), one where a normal year forcing (similar to
atmosphere climatology, see “Methods”) replaces the reanalysis
forcing in the Arctic (ArcClim), and one where the reanalysis

forcing outside the Arctic is replaced with the normal year forcing
(ArcVari, see “Methods” for details).

By combining reanalysis and normal year forcing in ArcVari
and ArcClim we are able to split the total transport anomalies in
CTRL into their upstream (outside Arctic domain) and locally
(inside Arctic domain) forced components. We found that the
results of the ArcVari and ArcClim simulations are linearly
additive to reproduce the CTRL variability22 (Fig. 3a). The
standard deviations of the winter BSO net transport anomalies
(1970–2019) are 0.35 Sv in ArcVari, 0.31 Sv in ArcClim, and
0.58 Sv in CTRL. The comparable magnitudes of the variations
indicate a similar contribution from the locally and upstream
forced variability to the total transport variability in the BSO
(Fig. 3a). In addition, we split the net transport anomalies into
those arising from inflowing water (eastward flow) and from
outflowing (westward flow) water (Fig. 3c, e). The BSO inflow
variability (standard deviation of the eastward transport) is
0.55 Sv in CTRL, which evenly splits into one part forced locally
(ArcVari: 0.24 Sv), and another part forced upstream (ArcClim:
0.28 Sv). Hence, the inflow is to a similar degree controlled by
local and upstream forcing. In contrast, the outflow variability
(standard deviation of the westward transport) is reduced by
about half when the Arctic atmospheric variability is removed
(ArcClim: 0.12 Sv, CTRL: 0.26 Sv). However, when there is only
variability in the Arctic atmospheric forcing, the outflow standard
deviation is the same as in the control run (ArcVari: 0.26 Sv).
This implies the outflow is mainly locally driven.

The separation into local and upstream forced transport
anomalies further reveals strong year-to-year variability as well as
decadal variations in both ArcVari and ArcClim. The variations
of the net transport and inflow are well aligned with the NAO
index (Fig. 3a, c), confirming the results of the composite analysis
(Fig. 2). For the full 1970–2019 period, the Pearson correlation
between the detrended net (inflow, outflow) BSO transport and
the detrended NAO index is 0.73 (0.70, 0.39) in CTRL, 0.51 (0.50,
0.23) in ArcVari, and 0.79 (0.71, 0.53) in ArcClim. All standard
deviations, correlations, and statistical significance are summar-
ized in the Supplementary Table S1. Our simulations reveal an
overall high dependence of net transport variability in CTRL and
ArcClim on the NAO state, and the high dependence is mainly
attributed to the inflow variability. In contrast, neither locally
forced (ArcVari) inflow variability nor outflow variability is as
strongly linked to the NAO (Fig. 3a, c, e). Nevertheless, the
simulations suggest that during the pronounced negative NAO
from the mid-1970s to the end of the 1980s, locally forced
transport anomalies (net and inflow) are well aligned with the
NAO index (Fig. 3a, c). The correlation seemingly decreases with
the shift towards positive NAO in the 1990s. The co-variability of
the NAO and the locally and upstream forced transport
anomalies thus seems to be subject to decadal variations.

In order to investigate potential decadal changes in the co-
variability of different transport components and the NAO, we
proceed with computing the Pearson correlation within a moving
11-year window of the timeseries, to capture decadal (co-)
variability (Fig. 3b, d, f). The results demonstrate that the
co-variabilities of the NAO and CTRL/ArcVari/ArcClim trans-
ports are not constant in time (Fig. 3b, d, f). For the net transport,
the moving correlations between NAO/CTRL and NAO/ArcClim
depict a pronounced minimum during the 1995–2005 period
(Fig. 3b). Moreover, locally forced net transport anomalies
strongly co-vary with the NAO in the mid-1970s to late 1980s
before losing the co-variability at the beginning of the 1990s
(Fig. 3b). Similar dependencies are found when considering the
inflow (Fig. 3d). The minimum correlation in the 1995–2005
period is even more pronounced and suggests that the NAO loses
control especially on the upstream forced inflow in these years.

Fig. 2 Large-scale wind and pressure pattern associated with strong and
weak Barents Sea Opening transport. Composite maps of 850 hPa
geopotential height anomalies and associated wind anomalies (DJFM)
during strong (a) and weak (b) net transport through BSO based on JRA55.
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In general, inflow variability is comparably weak in the
1995–2005 period. The variability strength (standard deviation)
of the inflow reduces to 0.29 Sv in CTRL (−50%, compared to the
1970–2019 period), 0.16 Sv in ArcVari (−34%), and 0.20 Sv in
ArcClim (−29%) when only considering the 1995–2005 period.
In this period, extraordinary anomalies in the outflow (exceeding
2 standard deviations) occur in two winters (1998: −0.65 Sv,
2004: −0.60 Sv) (Fig. 3e). As already presented, outflow
anomalies are forced locally and do not exhibit any statistically
significant link to the NAO (95% confidence level). Reduced co-
variability between the net BSO transports and the NAO in this
time period might thus arise from a combination of a general
decrease in the NAO’s ability to control the upstream forced
inflow and a simultaneous dominance of the non-NAO related
outflow. The interim loss of the NAOs’ ability to control the
upstream forced inflow variability suggests a change in the large-
scale wind forcing. The concurrent phenomena of the extra-
ordinary outflow anomalies and the breakdown of the NAO
control on the upstream forced inflow between 1995 and 2005
could share a common forcing mechanism, which will be
explored below.

Interim change of large-scale and local wind patterns con-
trolling the Barents Sea Opening transport variability. Despite
that the composite analysis revealed a dominant control of the

NAO on the BSO volume transport (Fig. 2), the analysis of co-
variability rather indicates that such a control does not function all
the time (Fig. 3). To more precisely identify spatial patterns in the
large-scale winds associated with the BSO transport variability and
to monitor their robustness in space and time we further perform
multivariate regression analysis with the zonal and meridional
wind fields used to force the model as predictors of the net trans-
port anomalies (“Methods”). The obtained regression coefficients
are used to reconstruct the transport anomalies based on the local
wind at every grid cell. Correlating the initial and reconstructed
transport anomalies for each grid cell highlights areas most likely to
impact the BSO transport. The coefficients of the regression fit at
each grid point can further be interpreted as the local preferred
wind direction to create anomalies in the BSO transport (“Meth-
ods”). As our simulations revealed strong decadal changes in the
transport components and especially in their co-variability with the
NAO (Fig. 3), we conducted the regressions for the periods
1970–1995, 1995–2005, and 2005–2018 separately.

From 1970 to 1995, the region most important for controlling
the BSO net transport anomalies in CTRL is the Norwegian Sea
coastal area, where correlations exceed 0.8 (Fig. 4a). The preferred
wind direction in this area is along-coast, yielding onshore
Ekman transport, an increased sea surface height (SSH) gradient
perpendicular to the coast, and thus an acceleration of the NASC,
finally leading to increased BSO inflow downstream. The area of
most pronounced correlation at the Norwegian coast extends far

Fig. 3 Changing impact of the North Atlantic Oscillation on transports through the Barents Sea Opening. Net BSO transport anomalies in CTRL, ArcVari
(non-Arctic variability removed), ArcClim (Arctic variability removed), and NAO index (a). Moving correlation (11-year window) between CTRL/NAO,
ArcVari/NAO, ArcClim/NAO (b). Markers in (b, d, f) highlight statistically significant correlations. Years depict the center of the respective 11-year period.
(c–f) Same as in (a, b) but for BSO inflow (eastward transport only) and outflow (westward transport only) only. In all timeseries presented in (a, c, e), the
mean and the linear trend were removed. Note that negative outflow anomalies denote increased (westward) outflow.
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north into the BSO, where the same dynamical mechanism
(alongshore winds producing an increased SSH gradient which
sets up increased geostrophic flow) locally enhances transport in
this period (Fig. 4a). In addition to local and remote alongshore
winds perturbing the geostrophic inflow, our regression analysis
identifies cyclonic winds centered over the Svalbard shelf as a
third driver of BSO net transport variability on interannual
timescales (Fig. 4a). Cyclonic wind anomalies over the northern
BS shelf/southern Svalbard Bank cause divergent Ekman trans-
port and thus a local reduction in SSH16,19. The negative SSH
anomaly weakens the SSH gradient south of Bear Island, thus
reducing the outflow and resulting in a positive net transport
anomaly. Hence, while alongshore winds control the (both local
and upstream forced portion) inflow variability, winds over the
Svalbard shelf steer the variability of the outflow. Similar spatial
patterns are found in the 2005–2018 period (Fig. 4c). Except for
non-significant correlations west of Svalbard, the same forcing

mechanisms as in the 1970–1995 period are dominant. In both
periods, the general wind pattern closely resembles the wind
pattern associated with the NAO (Supplementary Fig. S1), namely
westerly winds south of Iceland that turn southwesterly at the
Norwegian coast, and northerly and northeasterly winds along
the east Greenland coast.

During the 1995–2005 period when transports through the
BSO and the NAO seemingly lose their strong correlation, the
spatial pattern of the regression/correlation analysis reveals
remarkable differences to the previous and subsequent periods
and does not resemble the NAO pattern (Fig. 4b). Instead of the
highly correlated areas along the Norwegian coastline, southerly
winds in the BS turning westward north of Svalbard and
northerly winds in Fram Strait form a cyclonic pattern and seem
to be more important for shaping the net transport anomalies in
the BSO. This is consistent with the dominance of the outflow
variability in this period (Fig. 3a, e).

The wind variability in the Nordic Seas and BS in winter is
heavily influenced by synoptic-scale atmosphere variability,
especially synoptic cyclones affecting the SLP and wind field32,33.
While propagating along the North Atlantic storm track into the
Arctic region, cyclones affect the intensity of the alongshore
winds driving the NASC. As already pointed out, the westward-
directed Bear Island Slope current is also sensitive to cyclones
passing over the northern BS shelf16. In order to understand the
observed changes in the large-scale flow affecting the transports
through the BSO, we thus further turn our attention to the
propagation of cyclones towards the BS.

Anomalous atmospheric blocking and deflection of cyclones
weakening the NAO control on BSO transport in the
1995–2005 period. Based on the timeseries presented in Fig. 3c,
e, we have identified six anomalous years in this period, when the
NAO state and the transport anomalies mismatch: two in terms
of extraordinarily strong outflow (1998, 2004; exceeding 2 stan-
dard deviations of the locally forced (ArcVari) outflow) and four
non-NAO driven inflow anomalies (1994, 2000, 2001, 2005; when
the NAO does not relate to the upstream forced transport
anomaly (ArcClim), i.e., when the NAO index has the opposite
sign to the inflow anomaly) which seemingly contributed to the
breakdown of the NAO influence on the transport through the
BSO observed in the 1995–2005 period.

In the winters of 1998 and 2004, the net transport anomaly in
the BSO is dominated by the extraordinarily strong outflow,
which does not reveal any dependence on the NAO (Fig. 3a, e),
but is known to be sensitive to local cyclone activity16,19.
Considering the anomaly of the SLP and the anomalous surface
winds in the winters 1998 and 2004 based on JRA55-do, it
becomes evident that both winters are dominated by positive SLP
anomalies associated with anomalous anticyclonic winds in the
northern BS (Fig. 5a, b). Farther south, close to the Norwegian
coast, a negative SLP anomaly associated with anomalous
cyclonic winds is found. The wind anomaly patterns are thus
similar to those obtained from the regression/correlation analysis
for the 1995–2005 period (Fig. 4b), indicating that pronounced
local wind anomalies are found in the BS and winds at the
Norwegian coast are deflected (not relevant for the inflow
anymore). In order to reveal the contribution of synoptic cyclones
to the SLP and wind anomalies, and ultimately to the ocean
transports, we further conduct analysis of trajectories of cyclones
that reach the surrounding of the BS in the winters 1998 and 2004
based on a cyclone tracking algorithm34. We compute cyclone
occurrence anomalies by counting the days per winter in which
the respective grid cell is within the outermost closed isobar of the
cyclones detected by the algorithm.

Fig. 4 Areas and wind patterns that can explain transport variability in
the Barents Sea Opening. Correlation maps of modeled and reconstructed
BSO net transport anomalies in CTRL. The analysis is performed for (a)
1970–1995, (b) 1995–2005, and (c) 2005–2018 separately. Arrows denote
preferred wind direction and are scaled by the underlying correlation field.
The gray (white) line depicts the 500m (180m) isobath. Non-significant
correlations are covered by black hatching.
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For the respective winters, cyclones show a tendency to move
rather zonally towards the northern Norwegian coast instead of
traveling along the regular winter storm track through the
Norwegian Sea into the BS (Fig. 5c, d). In 2004, 12 additional days
per winter under strong cyclonic activity (+60% compared to
long-term mean) are counted near the Norwegian coast (Fig. 5d).
The more zonal trajectories of the cyclones lead to less persistent
alongshore wind anomalies at the Norwegian coast that would
adjust the inflow. In addition, fewer days under cyclone influence
(−9 days per winter in both 1998 and 2004, ca. −40%) are
detected in the northern BS (Fig. 5c, d). This most likely
contributes to the observed anticyclonic wind anomalies in the
region in these winters. As a result of the cyclone deficit, the more
anticyclonic flow over the northern BS shelf causes an accelera-
tion of the outflow south of Bear Island, dominating the net
transport anomalies in these years. The unusually zonal
trajectories of synoptic cyclones in these particular years can be
related to anomalous atmospheric blocking in the vicinity of
Iceland and Great Britain (Fig. 5e, f). In 2004 (1998), +16 (+14)
days per winter of anomalous atmospheric blocking seemingly
forced cyclones on a more zonally route towards the Norwegian
coast, thus resulting in a cyclone deficit in the BS.

In 2000 (2005), the NAO is in a pronounced positive (neutral)
phase, but the upstream forced inflow anomalies (0.0 Sv in 2000,
0.28 Sv in 2005) do not follow the NAO forcing (Fig. 3c). In 2000,
an increased pressure dipole between the Azores High (+9 hPa)
and the Icelandic Low (−11 hPa) is present, which is in

accordance with the positive NAO phase. However, compared
to the NAO pattern, the low pressure is located to the east of the
Icelandic Low location and resides over the White Sea. Based on
our analysis, we find the displacement of the low-pressure
anomaly to be aligned with reduced blocking over Scandinavia,
increased blocking over the northern North Atlantic, and
anomalously high occurrence of cyclones in this winter (Fig. 6c,
e). In the center of the low-pressure anomaly, a doubling of days
under cyclone impact is detected (+20 days/winter) in both 2000
and 2005. Consequently, the surface wind anomalies resulting
from the low-pressure anomaly in 2000 are directed perpendi-
cular to the coastline (Fig. 6a) instead of being parallel to the
coastline as in a normal case of positive NAO conditions. Despite
the positive NAO in this winter, the anomalous surface winds do
not affect the geostrophic flow of the NASC and thus do not
significantly increase the BSO inflow. In 2005, a neutral NAO
winter, no NAO-like pattern is found in the SLP anomaly
(Fig. 6b). Instead, massively increased blocking (exceeding
2 standard deviations) in the North Atlantic sector forms a
persistent anticyclonic circulation anomaly that, as in 2000,
strongly deflects synoptic cyclones. The increased cyclone
occurrence in the Nordic Seas in this winter results in the
cyclonic alongshore wind anomaly, which further increases
the BSO inflow despite the neutral NAO (Figs. 3c and 6b, d, f).

The winters 1994 (positive NAO, slightly negative upstream
forced inflow anomaly) and 2001 (negative NAO, slightly positive
upstream forced transport anomaly) further illustrate a

Fig. 5 Anomalous atmospheric circulation and cyclone occurrence in 1998 and 2004. Sea level pressure and wind anomalies of the winters (DJFM) 1998
and 2004 relative to the 1970–2019 winter mean from JRA55-do (a, b). Mean (1970–2019, green contours) and anomalous cyclone occurrence (color
shading) of the respective winters (c, d). Note: Our cyclone database does not cover the region south of 50°N. Anomalous atmospheric blocking (e, f).
Anomalies that exceed one standard deviation are highlighted with black stripes, crisscrossed areas depict areas, where the anomaly exceeds two standard
deviations of the respective quantity (c–f).
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decoupling of the upstream forced BSO inflow from the NAO.
Though the anomalous SLP in these winters matches the
respective NAO state, winds at the Norwegian Atlantic coast do
not represent the classical NAO pattern. In 2001, a strongly
negative NAO would cause a strong northeast wind component at
the Norwegian Atlantic coast, which would reduce the BSO
inflow (Supplementary Fig. 1). However, the modification of the
anomalously low cyclone occurrence on the SLP causes the along-
coast component of the wind anomaly to be weak in this year
(Fig. 7b, d). In 1994, the wind anomalies at the Norwegian coast
are directed perpendicular to the coast, despite the positive NAO
state which would suggest a more southwesterly wind anomaly in
this area. The anomalously high cyclone occurrence modifies the
low SLP pattern so that the anomalous wind is not directed along
the coast (Fig. 7a, c). Extraordinary blocking anomalies (partly
exceeding 2 standard deviations) are found in the North Atlantic
sector in 1994 (−16 days/winter) and 2001 (−12 days/winter). In
1994, the low blocking increases the cyclone occurrence in the
Norwegian Sea. In 2001, pronounced blocking occurred west of
Greenland so the cyclone occurrence is reduced in the area
around Greenland, including the Nordic Seas.

In summary, all 6 years support our hypothesis that anomalous
regional atmosphere circulation patterns can heavily impact
ocean transport through the BSO. Especially the loss of the NAO
control on the BSO transport in the 1995–2005 period can
specifically be attributed to anomalous atmospheric blocking
which reshapes the North Atlantic storm track and the related
synoptic cyclone activity in the Nordic Seas/BS domain affecting
the ocean transport.

Discussion and conclusions
In this study, we disentangled locally and upstream forced con-
tributions to ocean volume transport variability in the BSO and
investigated their individual dependence on the NAO, the leading
mode of climate variability in the North Atlantic sector. We
found that the NAO cannot always explain the BSO transport
variability, mainly due to changes in the spatial distribution of
cyclones/NAO center of action associated with storm tracks in
the Nordic Seas and the BS.

Wind variability associated with the NAO has been known to
be a key factor controlling the ocean volume transport through
the BSO18,21,27. However, the high correlation between the
NAO and the BSO inflow broke down around the year 200018.
We discovered that the loss of NAO control on the BSO inflow
is only temporary. Our analysis further illustrates that the loss
of NAO control in the 1995–2005 period can be related to six
winters exhibiting anomalous propagation of cyclones causing
(i) a temporary dominance of the outflow anomalies over the
inflow anomalies in 1998 and 2004 due to significantly fewer
cyclones reaching the northern BS and (ii) a shift of cyclone
trajectories during pronounced NAO conditions in 1994, 2000,
2001, and 2005 resulting in strong deviations from the normal
NAO related wind anomalies at the Norwegian Atlantic coast.
Our results confirm a previous study on cyclone statistics in the
vicinity of the BS, that found a temporary deficit in the number
of cyclones on a northerly path affecting the BS in the
1995–2005 period32.

The exact fate of the NAO in a warmer future climate is yet
unclear35–38. By the end of the twenty-first century, it is

Fig. 6 Anomalous atmospheric circulation and cyclone occurrence in 2000 and 2005. All panels (a–f) as in Fig. 5a–f, but for the winters 2000 and
2005. In addition, the magenta lines in (a, b) depict the NAO pattern-related SLP anomaly as obtained from the EOF analysis. Note the modified color
range in (a–d).
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projected that the characteristics of the NAO may be altered by
anthropogenic forcing. Specifically, there may be a slight posi-
tive shift in the probability distribution of the NAO phase and a
small northeastward displacement of its centers of action39–42.
As presented in this study, both, the NAO trend and dis-
placement of the centers of action are relevant for the transports
in the BSO. Opposingly, no NAO trend38 or even a trend
toward more negative NAO by an equatorward jet shift caused
by Arctic warming37 is also projected. Especially in
wintertime, there is in general a lack of model agreement on the
future NAO trend. In addition, El Niño and La Niña events can
impact the state of the NAO, thus influencing the BSO
transport43.

The NAO state can also influence cyclone paths. A positive
NAO leads to a northward shift in the storm tracks possibly
resulting in fewer cyclones passing through BSO33,44. Hence,
along-coast winds in the BSO are less likely. In negative NAO
conditions, storm tracks are at more southern locations. This
observed co-variability of locally forced transport anomalies
and the NAO during pronounced negative NAO conditions
could become less relevant in a warmer future climate. For
example, a more positive wintertime NAO as a result of
increased CO2 concentrations and a generally warmer climate
would cause a more northerly storm track45 and according to
our findings a reduced impact of local forcing on the BSO
transport anomalies. As the correlation between remotely
forced transport anomalies in the BSO and the NAO is inde-
pendent of the NAO state, anomalies forced remotely might
become more dominant in the future. In addition, a shift of the
NAOs’ centers of action could impact cyclone propagation in

the North Atlantic sector and thus lead to a future change in the
NAOs’ control on BSO transports. However, no significant
trends in the trajectories of synoptic cyclones reaching the
vicinity of the Nordic Seas/BS in the 1979–2018 period were
found32. In general, there is uncertainty regarding estimates of
trends in cyclone occurrence and intensity in the Arctic over the
past 40 years. Although some studies indicate an increase in
cyclone depth and the occurrence of deep cyclones during
winter33, others report no significant changes46 or a depen-
dency on the period47. Future projections in global and regional
climate models have shown an increase of cyclone frequency in
the Arctic in winter (DJF) and a decrease in summer (JJA) to
the end of the twenty-first century under the Representative
Concentration Pathway 8.5 scenario. About half of these pro-
jections further predicts winter cyclones to become weaker and
smaller46, which could affect transports in the BSO based on the
results of this study.

The current absence of a trend in cyclone occurrence and
the observed recovery of the NAO/BSO transport correlation
after 2005 suggests internal variability as the main cause for
the deflection of the cyclones and not the ongoing global
warming. The importance of the NAO, cyclone activity,
and their interaction with the BSO ocean volume transport
indicates that climate models must adequately resolve the
related atmospheric processes to better predict future Arctic
climate change.

In addition, the ocean volume and heat transports into the BS
are one of the major drivers of sea ice variability in the Barents
and Kara Seas48,49. An improved understanding of the volume
and heat transports into the BS thus also leads to further advances

Fig. 7 Anomalous atmospheric circulation and cyclone occurrence in 1994 and 2001. All panels (a–f) as in Fig. 6a–f, but for the winters 1994 and 2001.
Note the modified color range in (c, d).
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in our understanding of the sea ice variability as another large
component of the Arctic climate system.

Methods
Model setup, experiment design, and evaluation. In this study,
we use the Finite volumE Sea Ice and Ocean Model
(FESOM2.1)31. FESOM2.1 is formulated on a triangular mesh,
allowing for regional refinement in a global ocean setup.
FESOM2.1 and its precursor FESOM have been extensively
applied for simulating the Arctic Ocean19,22,50–53. In our
experiments, we use a mesh with about 4.5 km grid size in the
whole Arctic Ocean domain, including the Nordic Seas, and
about 25 km in the adjacent seas. South of approximately 40°N,
the horizontal resolution is set to nominal one degree (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3a). Vertically the model is split into 46 z-layers
with a thickness of 10 m close to the surface, increasing to 250 m
in the deep ocean. All experiments are started from rest and
initialized using the PHC3 hydrography54.

In our model experiments, one part of the ocean domain is
forced by atmospheric reanalysis forcing containing interannual
variability, while the other is forced by a normal year
atmospheric forcing without interannual variability. The choice
of the two domains separates the Arctic from the rest of the
globe. The boundaries separating the two domains are Fram
Strait (76.5°N), BSO (17.5°E), Davis Strait (69°N), and Bering
Strait (62°N) (Supplementary Fig. S3a). In the following, we
refer to our three model simulations as CTRL, ArcVari, and
ArcClim. In CTRL, the entire global model domain is forced
with the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis of the atmosphere for
driving ocean-sea-ice models55 (JRA55-do) yielding a global
hindcast simulation from 1958 until 2019. In ArcVari, atmo-
spheric forcing outside the Arctic domain is replaced by NCEP-
CORE156 (CORE1) normal year forcing that is repeated every
year in the simulation. The normal year forcing is composed of
a one-year annual cycle of 6-hourly atmospheric forcing fields,
which represent the climatology of the atmosphere. In ArcClim,
the CORE1 forcing is used in the Arctic domain and JRA55
elsewhere. These experiments allow us to separate the impact of
inter-annually varying atmospheric processes inside and outside
the Arctic domain on the BSO transport.

After a full 62-year cycle is performed as a spin-up for each
experiment, the model runs are restarted from their respective
final 2019 conditions for a second full cycle. The last 50 years of
the second cycle (1970–2019) are evaluated in this study. The
model yields monthly mean fields as output. In all experiments,
hydrographic properties, sea ice area, as well as major currents in
the BSO are well represented in the model (Supplementary
Figs. S3 and S4). The model yields an annual mean BSO volume
transport of 2.6 Sv, which is within the observational interannual
range of 0.8 Sv to 2.9 Sv13 and further matches the synthesized
estimate of 2.3 Sv18. Further, the BSO net transport shares the
same seasonal variability as in the observations with increased
transport during winter and minimum transport in early
summer48. All results in this study are based on winter (1st of
December to 31st of March) means.

By combining forcing datasets, we create discontinuities along
the border of the defined areas, which in the case of BSO section
is close to BSO. The net transport anomalies as well as inflow
anomalies and outflow anomalies in ArcVari and ArcClim almost
perfectly add up to those of CTRL (Fig. 3a, c, e) proving the
consistency of the transports when combining the forcing
datasets even if the region of interest (BSO) is close to the
forcing boundary. The small deviations of the transport
anomalies between the sum of ArcClim and ArcVari and those
of CTRL might be the result of discontinuities in the combined

forcing. As these are very small compared to the general
magnitude of the transport variability, we consider the unwanted
effect negligible. In addition, we investigated modifications of the
velocity field of the BSO, such as the location of the main currents
entering and leaving the BSO as well as the overall transport
magnitude, in all simulations. The results are presented in
Supplementary Fig. S4 and prove that neither the general velocity
field across the BSO nor average net, inflow or outflow transports
are strongly affected by the combining-forcing approach. In
addition, mean temperature and salinity fields are not affected by
the forcing approach, providing further evidence for the validity
of the method.

Forcing interpolation. Using bilinear remapping, we spatially
interpolated CORE1 to the JRA55 grid, applying the climate data
operators (cdo remapbil). Temporally, nearest-neighbor inter-
polation was applied to interpolate the 6-hourly CORE1 forcing
data to the 3-hourly JRA55 time axis.

Definition of winter means and anomalies. We define the winter
mean as the average of the December-March period for each year
in the 1970–2019 period. E.g., the winter 2000 relates to the
average of 12/1999, 01/2000, 02/2000, and 03/2000. Anomalies
are computed by removing the 1970–2019 mean and linearly
detrending the data.

Definition of strong/weak transport events. Strong/weak BSO
transport events used for composite analysis are defined as win-
ters in which the detrended net transport anomalies are exceeding
±1 standard deviation.

North Atlantic Oscillation definition. We compute the NAO
pattern as the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of
winter SLP (DJFM, 1958-2019) in the North Atlantic sector
(20°–70°N; 90°W–40°E)26 in the model forcing (JRA55-do).
The associated timeseries of principal components (PC) is taken
as the NAO index. NAO± events are defined as winters, in
which the detrended winter NAO index exceeds ±1 standard
deviation.

Composite analysis. Composites are computed by averaging the
linearly detrended atmospheric forcing data (DJFM means)
during winters when a respective quantity exceeds ±1 standard
deviation.

Moving correlation. The correlation between the NAO and the
transport anomalies is computed as the Pearson correlation
coefficient in a moving window of 11 years in length to capture
interannual to decadal co-variability. The results are largely
independent of the window length (Supplementary Fig. S2). The
associated year provides the center of the respective 11-year
period (e.g., 2000 relates to the 1995–2005 period). Correlations
are considered significant when they differ from 0 on a 95%
confidence level based on a two-sided hypothesis test (Fisher
transformation). Both the NAO and the respective transport
component (11-year periods) are detrended before computing the
correlation.

Regression/correlation analysis. We perform multivariate linear
regression analysis:

V 0 ¼ αjuj þ βjvj þ cþ ϵ ð1Þ

where V’ is the timeseries of detrended net transport anomalies,
uj and vj are the detrended wind component anomalies at each
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grid cell j, c is a constant, and ϵ the residual error term. We then
reconstruct the transport anomalies at each grid point j based on
the wind components uj and vj and the received regression
coefficients αj and βj:

Vrec
j ¼ αjuj þ βjvj ð2Þ

By correlating V 0 and Vrec
j at each grid cell, we finally receive

maps highlighting regions where the wind variability can
reasonably reproduce the variability of the transport through
BSO and thus is likely to affect the BSO volume transport.
Correlations are regarded as significant when they are different
from 0 at a 95% confidence level (two-sided hypothesis test).

In addition, the regression coefficients αj and βj can be
interpreted as a vector property

wj ¼ jαj; βjj�1 � ðαj; βjÞ ð3Þ
indicating the preferred wind direction of the regression fit.

Cyclone tracking algorithm. We make use of a cyclone detection
and tracking algorithm34 to analyze cyclone occurrence anoma-
lies for specific winters. Cyclone occurrence is computed as days
per winter that a specific grid cell is within the outermost closed
isobar of a cyclone detected by the algorithm based on the sea
level pressure of the JRA55-do reanalysis data55 that is used to
force the simulations. The anomaly is computed relative to the
1970–2019 winter (DJFM) mean. We only consider cyclones with
a pressure difference of at least 10 hPa between the cyclone center
and the outermost closed isobar.

2D atmospheric blocking. A two-dimensional (2D) atmospheric
blocking index is used in this study57. To compute the 2D
blocking index, we have used the daily geopotential height at
500 mb extracted from the JRA55 reanalysis58. The 2D blocking
index is an extension of the one-dimensional (1D) Tibaldi-
Molteni59 (TM) to a two-dimensional map of blocking fre-
quencies at every grid point. The southern geopotential height
gradient (GHGS) and the northern geopotential height gradient
(GHGN) for each grid point are evaluated as follows:

GHGS ¼ Z Φ0

� �� Z Φ0 � 150
� �

150
ð4Þ

GHGN ¼ Z Φ0 þ 150
� �� Z Φ0

� �

150
ð5Þ

where ϕ0 is the latitude of the considered grid point varying from
35°N to 75°N. For each month, we have calculated the ratio
between the number of days when a certain grid point was
blocked, i.e., the conditions GHGS > 0 and GHGN < (−10 m
per °lat) are simultaneously satisfied for at least 5
consecutive days.

Data availability
BSO temperature data are available at https://ocean.ices.dk/core/iroc. NCEP-CORE1
forcing data can be accessed at https://data1.gfdl.noaa.gov/nomads/forms/mom4/CORE.
html, JRA55-do-v1.4 and JRA55 are stored at https://climate.mri-jma.go.jp/pub/ocean/
JRA55-do/ and https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/ds628-0/, respectively. NSIDC sea ice
concentration is available at https://nsidc.org/data/g10010. Data presented in this study
are stored at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8249639.

Code availability
FESOM2.1 source code can be found at https://github.com/FESOM/fesom2. Analysis of
FESOM2.1 model data was done with pyfesom2 (https://github.com/FESOM/pyfesom2).
The specific model settings for the simulations, as well as the versions of the Python
modules (anaconda environment) used for analyzing and visualizing the data, are stored
at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8249639.
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